

MATH 2120B: Intermediate Linear Algebra, Winter 2021

  

COURSE OUTLINE
 Course Outline
Please review the course outline. It contains important course information and policies.

  
  

INSTRUCTOR: Nicole Lemire
EMAIL: nlemire@uwo.ca
OFFICE HOURS: W 2:30-3:30pm and F 11:30-12:30pm (Current: Any changes will be announced)
LECTURE: MWF 12:30pm-1:30pm (Link in Zoom tab)

EXAM INFO:
Midterm : Thursday, March 4th, 7-9:30pm (2 hours plus 1 half hour for uploading) (confirmed now by Exam
Central)
Final: Monday, April 19th, 2pm-5pm (In NSC 1)
(The online exam for those accommodated by Counselling will have a different format and will include an oral
exam component.)

 current
 
Tutorials: These will begin on Tuesday, January 19th. These are in-person tutorials. Due to the
Ontario lockdown, tutorials before February 21st will be held online. When the lockdown is lifted, these
tutorials will revert to in-person. It is of course possible that the lockdown will be extended. In this case, the
tutorials will continue to be held online until in-person tutorials are again permitted.
Quizzes will be held in the tutorials on alternate weeks (see below for tentative schedule). On non-quiz weeks,
tutorials will cover supplementary examples and will provide help with questions similar to assignment
problems.
TUT 002: Tuesday, 11:30-12:30pm, in person, SSC-2036
TUT 003: Tuesday, 12:30-1:30pm, in person, SSC-2036
Please note that TUT 004 and TUT 005 were closed in the Fall and the students in those tutorials were
instructed by email to switch into one of TUT 002 and TUT 003. Reminders will be sent to those who haven't
yet made this change.

Quizzes:
There will be a written quiz, roughly every other week in the tutorials.

Quiz 1: Tuesday, January 26th
Quiz 2: Tuesday, February 9th
Quiz 3: Tuesday, March 2nd
Quiz 4: Tuesday, March 16th
Quiz 5: Tuesday, March 23th
Quiz 6: Tuesday, April 6th

Assignments:
There will be an assignment to be handed in for grading, roughly every other week on alternate weeks than the
quizzes. These will consist of more challenging problems than the quizzes, but comparable to the more difficult
suggested exercises and exam problems.
Here is a tentative schedule for the assignments (any changes will be announced on OWL):
Assignment 1: Due Friday, January 29th at 11pm.
Assignment 2: Due Friday, February 12th at 11pm.
Assignment 3: Due Friday, February 26th
Assignment 4: Due Monday, March 22th at 11pm.
Assignment 5: Due Wednesday, April 7th at 11pm.

Important Info about Written Assignments: The written assignments will be done in GradeScope.
You will write the answers to each question part and then scan and upload the solution to each part for the
appropriate question.
While working on an assignment, you are allowed to use the course textbook and notes. You are also allowed
to discuss problems with your fellow students. If necessary, you can ask the instructor or the teaching
assistants for clarification.
While I encourage you to discuss the course material with classmates, homework must be
done independently. You may not get solutions from other students or search for solutions online, in other
textbooks or from other sources. You are also not allowed to share your solution with your fellow students.
Your solutions should be clear and carefully written. Homework will be graded based on both correctness
and clarity. Late problem sets will not be accepted unless arranged in advance for a good reason.

